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Today, there is significant public debate over patents on
the digital processes and machines that comprise computer
software programs. These are often referred to as “software
patents,”1 but this is an odd moniker. Aside from the
similarly mislabeled debate over “DNA patents,”2 nowhere
else in the patent system do we refer to patents on machines
or processes3 in a specific technological field in this way;
for instance, people do not talk about “automobile brake
patents” or “sex toy patents” as their own category of
patents deserving of approval or scorn. (Yes, there are sex
toy patents, and there are infringement lawsuits in which
none other than Judge Richard Posner, a strident critic of
today’s patent system,4 ruled that a particular sex toy was
obvious and therefore unpatentable.5)
Unfortunately, the policy debates today about
“software patents” are rife with extensive confusion and
misinformation about what these patents are and even
about what “software” is. Even the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit is deeply confused about these patents, as
evidenced by its highly fractured en banc decision in CLS
Bank v. Alice Corp.6 In 135 pages of numerous concurring
and dissenting opinions that accompany the one-paragraph
per curiam majority opinion, the CLS Bank court threw
patent doctrine in this booming, innovative industry into
even more disarray.7 Judge Lourie’s concurring opinion,
joined by a substantial number of his colleagues, essentially
argues that computer programs are unpatentable.8 In
her dissenting-in-part opinion, Judge Kimberly Moore
rightly observed that Judge Laurie’s opinion (and the
fractured CLS Bank decision itself ) represents “the death
of hundreds of thousands of patents, including all business
method, financial system, and software patents as well as
many computer implemented and telecommunications
patents.”9 Commentators have been equally critical of CLS
Bank.10
Given the widespread confusing rhetoric and the
concomitant doctrinal upheaval, a little historical
perspective can be helpful and illuminating. First, knowing
the historical evolution of software patents—even in classic

“potted history” form11—is important because it reveals
that the complaints today about intellectual property
(IP) protection for computer programs are nothing new.
Opposition to IP protection for computer programs has
long existed—predating the Federal Circuit’s 1998 ruling
that business methods are patentable,12 predating the
Federal Circuit’s 1994 ruling that computer programs
are patentable as the equivalent of a digital “machine,”13
and predating the Supreme Court’s 1980 decision that a
computer program running a rubber vulcanization process
was patentable.14 In fact, computer programmers and
others initially opposed extending copyright protection to
computer software programs, as I will discuss shortly.
Second, this history reveals that the shift in legal protection
from copyright law in the 1980s to patent law in the 1990s
was not a result of strategic behavior or rent-seeking by
commercial firms who exploited their access to the halls
of power in Congress (or somehow duped the courts
into providing them the same legal protections). To the
contrary, this historical evolution from copyright to
patent law represented a natural legal progression as the
technology evolved from the 1960s up to the mid-1990s.
As it happens in our common law system — precisely
because it is designed to happen this way — legal doctrines
evolve in response to changes in innovative technological
products and commercial mechanisms that, through
the marketplace, spread these new technological values
throughout the world.
It bears emphasizing that this is a “potted history” (in a
non-pejorative sense). In a short essay I cannot recount
every historical detail, and space constraints will require
me to compress some developments into a simplified
version. Of course, one should consult more detailed
historical accounts of the digital revolution and its followon revolutions. For example, I recommend T.R. Reid’s The
Chip (2001), which provides an engaging and accessible
recounting of the scientific and technological developments
that made the Digital Revolution possible.
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What is a “Software Patent”?
Before we can address the history, though, it is necessary to
get clear on what exactly we mean by a “software patent.”
One of the primary problems with the term “software
patent” is that, like other widely used terms in the patent
policy debates today,15 it lacks an objective definition. For
instance, many critics of “software patents” attack them as
patents on “mathematics”16 or patents on a “mathematical
algorithm,”17 but this is sophistry. As commentators have
repeatedly recognized, a word processing program like
Word for Windows or a spreadsheet program like Excel are
not the same thing as 2+2=4,18 and the fact that computer
programs use mathematics is an argument that proves
too much. All patented innovation uses mathematics; in
fact, physicists love to say that the universal language of
the universe is mathematics.19 So if taken seriously, the
argument that a “web browser, spreadsheet, or video game
is just math and therefore it’s not … eligible for patent
protection,”20 would invalidate all patents if applied
equally to other inventions, especially processes and
methods. All inventions of practically applied processes
and machines are reducible to mathematical abstractions
and algorithms (e.g., a patentable method for operating a
combustion engine is really just an application of the law
of PV=nRT, the principles of thermodynamics, and other
laws of nature comprising the principles of engineering).
Complicating things even further, the term “software
patent,” even when it is not being used in a way that
invalidates all patents, is often used to refer to many
different types of patented innovation. The term has been
used to encompass such inventions as electrical patents
and business method patents simply because the patented
innovation uses some type of computer software program
in its implementation. (As discussed in Hal Wegner’s
famous patent law listserv shortly after the GAO Report
was released, one concern with the GAO Report is its
surprising, and what many think is unrealistic, claim that
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[F]ew people realize the vast numbers of valid
and valuable patents on computer programs.
The entire Internet rests on patented innovation
in computer programs: the packet-switching
technology used to transmit information over the
Internet was patented by Donald Watts Davies
(Patent No. 4,799,258).
“By 2011, patents related to software made up more than
half of all issued patents.”21 This only makes sense if one
includes not just classic computer programs among total
issued patents, but any and all inventions that require some
type of computer program in their implementation.22)
For ease of reference given the ubiquity of this term in
the policy debates, I will refer to “software patents” in
this essay, but I will limit this term solely to patents on a
set of machine-readable instructions that direct a central
processing unit (CPU) to perform specific operations
in a computer.23 In short, “software” means a computer
program, such as a word processing program (e.g.,
Word), a spreadsheet (e.g., Excel), or even programs run
on computers on the Internet, such as Google’s search
algorithm, Facebook, eBay, etc. Of course, the reality is
far more complicated than this, but that’s not the point of
this essay.
In fact, few people realize the vast numbers of valid and
valuable patents on computer programs. The entire Internet
rests on patented innovation in computer programs: the
packet-switching technology used to transmit information
over the Internet was patented by Donald Watts Davies
(Patent No. 4,799,258). Robert Kahn and Vinton Cerf,
the inventors of the TCP/IP packet-switching protocol,
later patented their follow-on invention of a packetswitching version of a knowbot24 (Patent No. 6,574,628).
Larry Page and Sergy Brin patented their famous search
algorithm when they were graduate students at Stanford,
and such patented innovation was a reason why Page and
Brin received venture-capital funding for their start-up
company, Google (there are several patents, but Patent
No. 6,285,999 is one of the core ones). There are slews of
other valid patents on technologically and commercially
valuable computer programs, such as an early one from
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1993 for one of Excel’s core spreadsheet functions (Patent
No. 5,272,628).
To understand why these and many, many other patents
on computer programs are both valuable and valid, it is
necessary to understand whence computer programs
came, how they changed in both their technological and
commercial function after the 1970s, and why patent law
was extended to secure this technological innovation in the
early 1990s.

The Digital Revolution
Our story begins in the early years of the Digital
Revolution with the invention of the integrated circuit in
1958-1959 (independently invented by Jack Kilby and
Robert Noyce).25 At that time, “software,” at least as we
now understand this term, did not mean what we think
this term means today. Software was designed for specific
computers and only for those computers. To wit, what
worked on a specific IBM mainframe did not work on a
DEC minicomputer (which was the size of a refrigerator).
(A young reader might ask, “Who is DEC?” Good
question, young man or woman! The Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) was one of the early leading firms
manufacturing computers in the high-tech industry in
the 1960s, ultimately bringing in multi-billion dollar
revenues.26 Its founder and CEO, Ken Olson, was admired
by a young Bill Gates.27 Olson also infamously said in
1977, “There is no reason for any individual to have a
computer in his home.”28 That’s why DEC is no longer
around and why young people today no longer remember
this company.)

The Copyright Controversy
Despite the start of the Digital Revolution a mere 60 years
ago, its early growing pains have become the equivalent of
“ancient history.” For this reason, many people no longer
remember that the protection of computer programs
under copyright—something accepted today as an
allegedly “obvious” legal alternative to patent protection
—was originally disputed rigorously by programmers
and others. The question of whether computer programs
were copyrightable was a tremendous flashpoint of
controversy for much of the 1960s and 1970s, which is
ironic given that people today blithely assert that we don’t
need patent protection for computer programs because

“copyright protection … makes patent protection mostly
superfluous.”29 (This claim is also false, as the historical
development makes clear and as will be explained shortly.)
Despite substantial controversy, in 1964 the Registrar of
Copyrights started to register copyright protection for
software code for computer programs.30 Although there
was no direct legal challenge to the Copyright Registrar’s
decision to begin registering copyrights for computer
programs, the public policy debates did not go away.31 The
controversy continued, especially in the courts, for almost
two decades,32 and it was not resolved until Congress
enacted the Computer Software Copyright Act of 1980,33
which specifically authorized the protection of software
code by the Registrar of Copyrights under the Copyright
Act. In sum, opposition to IP protection for computer
programs has existed from time immemorial, regardless of
whether it was copyright or patent.

The PC Revolution
It is significant that the Computer Software Copyright
Act was enacted in the early 1980s because it was during
this time—the late 1970s and early 1980s—that the
PC Revolution began (“PC,” for the uninitiated, means
Personal Computer). This is the point in time that marks
the shift away from hardware and software as a unified,
single product, to hardware and software as distinct
products. This is the revolution brought to us by the
young hackers and computer geeks of the 1970s—Steve
Jobs, Steve Wozniak, Bill Gates, Nathan Myrhvold, etc.—
who conceived, designed, and implemented the idea of an
operating system (OS) running on a CPU that could serve
as the operational platform for any computer program
written by anyone performing any tasks, such as playing
tic tac toe or blinking lights on a circuit board in a certain
pattern (just some of the original programs end-users could
write and operate in the 1970s) to the sophisticated word
processing, spreadsheet, and computer-assisted design
(CAD) programs that began to be sold and used on PCs
in the 1980s.

The significance of the PC Revolution is that
computer software programs now became separate
products that consumers could purchase, install,
and use on their PCs.
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Any programmer can easily replicate the GUI
or other features of a commercially successful
computer program—copying the valuable
function of the program—without copying the
literal software code that created this valuable
function.
The significance of the PC Revolution is that computer
software programs now became separate products that
consumers could purchase, install, and use on their PCs
(either an “IBM Compatible” or a Mac). In fact, computer
programs came in a box that consumers physically took off
shelves and purchased at checkout registers at retail stores,
such as at an Egghead Software outlet. (Egghead Software
closed all its retail stores in 1998 due to the dominance of
the Internet as a medium over which to order DVDs, and,
eventually, through which end-users now directly purchase
and download in 30 seconds their new software products
or apps.34)
The significance of a computer program becoming a
separate product is that the value in software, what the
consumer was seeking in purchasing it from the retailer,
was the function of the program as experienced by the
consumer (called an “end-user” in high-tech parlance). For
instance, it was the value in the ease of use of a graphical
user interface (GUI) of a particular word processing
program, such as Word for Windows, that made it more
appealing to consumers than the text-based commands of
older word processing programs, such as WordPerfect. Or
it was the pull-down menu in a Lotus1-2-3, the first widely
successful spreadsheet program. The end-user now had a
word processing program with many functions in it, such
as editing text, italicizing text, “cutting” and “pasting,”
changing margins for block quotes, etc. This was the
value in the product sold to the consumers, and thus this
function is what designers of computer programs competed
over for customers in the marketplace. For instance, few
people today remember the battle in the late 1980s and
early 1990s between WordPerfect (a text-based word
processor developed for the text-based command system
of DOS) and Word (a pull-down menu and button-based
“point and click” GUI word processor for the Windows
and Apple GUI OS).
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This is not a radical or novel insight; it is a mundane fact
recognized by many who have worked in the high-tech
industry for the past several decades. Back in 2006, Nathan
Myhrvold recounted how even many people working in
the high-tech industry did not think that a company that
solely made software like Microsoft could succeed. In
1987, he explained that he attended a
big industry conference in the PC industry. And
there was a panel discussion I participated in—“Can
Microsoft Make it Without Hardware?” I swear.
Now, we had a proposition and the proposition was
that not only can you make software valuable without
hardware; software was actually a better business
without hardware, because if you separated yourself
off and you just became a software company you could
focus on making the software best….An independent
software company can target everybody’s stuff.35
What Myhrvold means by “target[ing] everybody’s stuff ”
is that a company like Microsoft could succeed in selling
computer programs that provided functional value to a
vast array of end-users. Thus, for instance, Robert Sachs,
a patent attorney who specializes in high-tech innovation
and serves as an evaluator for high-tech standards, explains
that the “vast majority of value in software comes not from
some deeply embedded algorithm that can be protected
by trade secret. Rather, it comes from the creation of new
functionality that has immediate and apparent value to the
end user, whether that’s a consumer or an enterprise.”36
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, this amazing development
in new technology and new commercial intermediaries in
delivering new computer programs to consumers created
a problem: any programmer can easily replicate the GUI
or other features of a commercially successful computer
program—copying the valuable function of the program
—without copying the literal software code that created
this valuable function. In sum, the code becomes distinct
from the end-user interface or the function of the program
itself.
And there’s the rub (to paraphrase the Bard): copyright
protects someone only against copying of their literal
words, not the broader idea or function represented by
those words. In copyright law, this is the well-known legal
rule referred to as the idea/expression dichotomy (express
words are protected under copyright, but ideas are not).37
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It is also reflected in the equally hoary legal rule that
copyright does not protect utilitarian designs.38
This issue was brought to a head in the famous copyright
case of Lotus v. Borland.39 Lotus, the creator and owner of
the very famous spreadsheet program Lotus 1-2-3, sued
Borland in 1990 for copying Lotus’s innovative pull-down
menus in Borland’s spreadsheet program, Quattro Pro.
Lotus’s design of the pull-down menus in Lotus 1-2-3
—these are now standard in all GUI-based computer
programs—made it very efficient to use and this was a
major reason for its commercial success.
The Lotus case was active for five years, and ultimately
resulted in a trip to the U.S. Supreme Court, which split
4-4 in affirming the lower court (Justice Stevens recused
himself ), and thus the Supreme Court didn’t hand down
a precedential opinion.40 As a result of the 4-4 split, the
lower appellate court’s decision (the Federal Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit) was affirmed by default. The
First Circuit held that Lotus could not copyright its pulldown menus because these were a functional “method of
operation,” i.e., a utilitarian design, and not an expressive
text capable of receiving copyright protection.41 The First
Circuit and the four Justices who affirmed the First Circuit
were correct in applying long-standing and fundamental
copyright doctrine in denying copyright protection to the
functionality of a computer program.
By the mid-1990s, as represented in the famous Lotus v.
Borland case, it was clear that copyright could no longer
adequately secure the value that was created and sold in
software programs by the fast-growing high-tech industry.
The value in a software program is the functionality of the
program, such as Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, WordPerfect or Word
for Windows. This function was the reason why consumers
purchased a program, installed it and used it on their
computers, whether an Apple computer or a Windows
machine. But this functionality could be replicated using
myriad varieties of code that did not copy the original code,
and copyright did not protect the functional components
of the program that this code created for the end-user—
and for which the end-user purchased the program in the
first place.

The Shift to Patent Law
This simple legal and commercial fact—copyright could
not secure the real value represented in an innovative

The value in a software program is the
functionality of the program, such as Lotus 1-2-3,
Excel, WordPerfect or Word for Windows. This
function was the reason why consumers purchased
a program, installed it and used it on their
computers.
computer program—explains why in the mid-1990s there
was a shift to the legal regime that could provide the proper
legal protection for the innovative value in a computer
program: patent law. As the Supreme Court has repeatedly
recognized in contrasting patents against other IP regimes,
such as copyright and trademark, “it is the province of
patent law” to secure “new product designs or functions.”42
In fact, this shift from copyright to patent law in the mid1990s mirrors the equally important shift in the early
1980s when the courts and Congress definitively extended
copyright protection to computer programs at the start of
the PC Revolution. At the time, neither legal development
was destined to occur by necessity, but, in retrospect, neither
development was a historical accident from the perspective
of the continuing success of the Digital Revolution. These
two legal developments served as the fulcrums by which
it was possible for inventors and innovating firms, such as
Apple, Microsoft, eBay, Google, etc. to commercialize these
newly created values. (See, e.g., the earlier-cited patented
innovation in computer programs, properly secured to
these companies, which made it possible for them to bring
such values to the marketplace and to everyone’s lives.)
At approximately the same time that the First Circuit and
Supreme Court came to the legally correct conclusion in
Lotus v. Borland that the functional value in the pull-down
menus was not copyrightable, the Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit expressly recognized that computer
programs were patentable as a digital “machine.” In its
now-famous 1994 decision in In re Alappat,43 the Federal
Circuit ruled that a specific computer program that
performed a specific and identifiable function for an enduser was not an “abstract” claim to an unpatentable idea or
“algorithm.”44 To the contrary, such computer programs
were patentable inventions.45
In essence, the Federal Circuit recognized the basic truth
to which many firms in the high-tech industry owed
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their existence: a computer program such as the Excel
spreadsheet program “is not a disembodied mathematical
concept which may be characterized as an ‘abstract idea.’”46
A computer program, such as Google’s search algorithm, or
a sub-program, such as an operation in Excel’s spreadsheet,
is the digital equivalent of “a specific machine.”47 In
sum, the invention of a word processing program is the
equivalent in the Digital and PC Revolutions of the
invention of a mechanical typewriter in the Industrial
Revolution. Similarly, an e-mail produced by the functions
of a word processing program in an email program, such as
Outlook or Eudora, is the digital equivalent of a physical
letter written by a typewriter and mailed via the U.S. Post
Office to its recipient.
Again, similar to the identification that the value in a
computer program is its functionality to the end-user, the
identification of the essential functional similarity between
a mechanical typewriter and a word processing program
is not particularly insightful or radical. As any computer
programmer will tell you, the functions of a program can
be performed perfectly in either software or hardware;
the functional operation between the two is a distinction
without a difference, except that a computer program is
less costly and more efficiently sold and used by end-users.
In fact, this equivalence between hardware and software is
exactly what happened for the first several decades of the
Digital Revolution before the invention of the integrated
circuit and before the PC Revolution. And for those of us
old enough to remember the very first word processors,
there was not much to them beyond what an electrical
typewriter could do in the 1970s and 1980s (including
correct spelling errors after a word was typed and other
formatting functions as well).
In sum, the functionality of binary code in a specific
computer program is in principle no different from the
functionality achieved in the binary logic hardwired into
computer hardware. The fact that both are easily identified
by firms, retailers and end-users confirms that the two can
be specific, real-world and useful products. This functional
equivalence between hardware and software further reflects
the fact that the difference between computer programs
(either in software or hardware) and the mechanical
machines they replaced is itself a distinction without
a difference — both have been innovative inventions
deserving of protection under the patent laws.
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Conclusion
The Industrial Revolution gave us patented innovation
in sewing machines,48 typewriters, and telephones, and
the Digital and PC Revolutions have given us patented
innovation in word processors, email and ebooks. To
restrict the patent system to only the valuable inventions
of the nineteenth century is to turn the patent system on
its head—denying today’s innovators the protections of
the legal system whose purpose is to promote and secure
property rights in innovation.
In the words of the Supreme Court’s recent decision in
Bilski v. Kappos,49 patent law is a “dynamic provision
designed to encompass new and unforeseen inventions.”50
As the Bilski Court recognized, a physical-based “machineor-transformation test may well provide a sufficient basis
for evaluating processes similar to those in the Industrial
Revolution—for example, inventions grounded in a
physical or other tangible form. But there are reasons
to doubt whether the test should be the sole criterion
for determining the patentability of inventions in the
Information Age.”51
The American patent system has succeeded because it
has secured property rights in the new innovation that
has come about with each new era—and it has secured
the same property rights for all types of new inventions,
whether in the Industrial Revolution or in the Digital
Revolution. It is time to leave behind sophistical rhetoric,
such as “software patent,” and recognize that computer
programs are valuable inventions performing very real and
valuable functions for consumers the world over. This is
why people from all walks of life pay money to companies
like Apple, Microsoft, Dell, Cisco and many others to
purchase these programs. As made clear in Borland v.
Lotus, this is a real-world value that cannot and should
not be secured by copyright. It also cannot be secured
by trade secret because the functions of a program are
the publicly known capabilities sought by end-users (and
over which high-tech companies compete for customers).
As the history of the evolution of patent protection for
computer programs makes clear, this valuable innovation
can be secured only by the IP regime specifically designed
to secure functional value in new technological innovation
—the patent system.
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